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The space is divided into two areas: wet and dry, allowing for comfortable, clean, and 

dry usage. The sink, bathtub, and shower area are positioned near the glass door to 

promote drying and effective bacteria elimination. The bathroom maximizes natural 

light usage. 

Relaxing materials such as wood, cream-colored tiles, and glass tiles are used for 

easy cleaning and maintenance. Glass partition walls efficiently divide the space 

without feeling cramped, creating an open environment.

The dominant colors are brown and cream, representing relaxation, and combined 

with green hues for enhanced mental therapy. Additionally, using American Standard 

products enhances functionality and aesthetic appeal.



The space is divided into two 

areas: wet and dry, ensuring 

cleanliness and ventilation.

The bathtub, standing shower, 

and sink are placed near glass 

walls to capture sunlight for 

bacteria elimination and quick 

drying.

External glass walls are 

equipped with shades to 

provide privacy when needed.

Tổng diện tích sàn phòng tắm (m2) 9.6 m2

Mặt bằng



The bathroom space is 

designed for resort hotels with 

a focus on mental therapy, 

health, and relaxation, 

providing a close connection to 

nature.



Combine simple effective 

materials for relaxation. The 

warm color of wood creates a 

cozy and intimate space. 

Glass partitions help expand 

the room, avoiding feelings of 

confinement. Additionally, 

using American Standard 

fixtures enhances the 

sophistication and aesthetics 

of the space.



The standing shower area 

uses stone walls, creating a 

feeling of being immersed in 

nature.

The bathtub area faces the 

glass door view, promoting 

relaxation.

Next to the bathtub, there is a 

seating arrangement:

- For couples: Enhances 

romantic ambiance.

- For children: Parents can sit 

and supervise while bathing 

their children.

- For business travelers: 

Provides a place to relax and 

unwind after a stressful day of 

work.

Sitting and relaxing or even 

closing one's eyes in the 

bathroom is considered a good 

mental therapy, helping to 

regain comfort and alertness 

after stressful work.



The toilet area is arranged with 

partition walls, creating a 

comfortable and cozy 

environment for use. 

The toilet, a product of 

American Standard, is clean 

white in color, making it easy 

to clean. The floor in this area 

is equipped with American 

Standard floor drains, ensuring 

effective water drainage when 

needed.



The sink counter is placed by 

the glass window, preventing 

dampness and effectively 

eliminating bacteria.

Wood material is used to 

create a warm feeling.

Two sinks and faucets from 

American Standard are 

arranged, enhancing the 

sophistication of the area.



The relaxation seating area is 

located next to the bathtub.



The relaxation seating area is 

located next to the bathtub.



The main materials used are 

wood, slip-resistant beige tiles, 

and light-reflecting glass tiles. 

These materials are easy to 

clean and maintain, while 

effectively creating a relaxing 

and comfortable space. The 

color palette harmonizes with 

nature, predominantly 

featuring brown and beige 

tones. The addition of 

greenery enhances the 

relaxing ambiance of the 

space.



Product Name Product Image Reason for Selection

1

Zenistone Floor-Standing Tub

BTAS9761
An elegant design featuring rounded curves, suitable for a 

bathroom space with a relaxing ambiance.

2

Acacia SupaSleek Wall-Hung 

Toilet 3/4.5 W/ S&C

VF-3119B

A well-fitted design, creating comfortable lines for the body. 

Water-saving technology and gentle closing operation.

3

Neo Modern Vessel Wash Basin

WP-F633

Curved lines, suitable for the space, with dimensions that fit 

well when in use.

4

EasySET Exposed Shower Auto 

Temperature Mixer with Integrated 

Rain shower Kit

WF-4955

Modern design, water-efficient, providing stable temperature 

and comfort for users.

5

Wall Mounted Basin Mixer

WF-1604

Compact and lightweight design, directly mounted on the wall 

for easy cleaning, chrome-plated finish for long-lasting shine.



Product Name Product Image Reason for Selection

6

Handrail D32 100x300 mm Hairline

HR-320435-01

Easy and convenient installation.

7

Acacia Evolution Paper Holder

K-1387

Simple design, easy to install, and easy-to-clean materials.

8

Floor drain 115 x 115mm AS

FD-1150

Easy-to-clean materials, effective drainage, simple design.

9

DuoSTiX Hygiene Spray 

(Chrome/Glossy White)

WF-TS28CW

The design fits the design concept, and the strong water jet 

cleans dirt quickly, making it possible to remove stains in the 

bathroom easily.

10

Melange Floor Standing Bath Filler 

Single Lever Mixer 

WF-6816

The product features a bright chrome coating that provides 

long-lasting shine.



Design Story – Limit to 150 words per answer.

● What is the inspiration for your design?

● How does the design fulfill the need of the target users?

● How does the design fulfill the design challenge?

● How does the choice of products contribute to the purpose of the design?

Today, the bathroom serves not only as a place for personal hygiene but also as a space for emotional release and energy replenishment. Drawing inspiration from the concept of "Power Nap" - a method 

of body recovery that quickly eliminates fatigue by resting with closed eyes, Bathroom "Power Nap" perfectly meets the need for a short rest for most people who are constantly under work-related stress. 

Stepping into the bathtub, relaxing the body, then closing the eyes, unwinding, and calming down for 10-15 minutes can effectively restore energy and mental well-being in a short time, facilitating effective 

mental therapy.

The space is divided into 2 areas, wet and dry, allowing comfortable use for individuals, couples, and families. Simple materials and neutral colors create a comfortable atmosphere. The use of glass 

materials expands the space, while natural light helps eliminate bacteria and odors, creating a pleasant and comfortable bathroom environment. The glass partitions come with hanging curtains to provide 

privacy when needed. The sanitary equipment is complete, convenient, and easy to use. Slip-resistant tiles ensure safety for children and the elderly.

The design concept is essential for the current trend of "mental therapy", creating a space for short breaks, relaxation, and psychological stability. The design style follows a healing trend, embracing natural 

elements, easy accessibility, and providing comfort for users. The materials are easy to source, install, maintain, and clean. Creating a space for "power naps" to quickly regain energy, restore health, and 

mental well-being. The design is feasible as the materials and equipment are readily available in the market, with simple shapes and lines focused on creating a warm, soulful atmosphere.

In addition to elegant design and durability, American Standard sanitary products are environmentally friendly and eco-conscious, saving energy and water to protect the ecosystem. Some 

products also have antibacterial properties to protect users' health. They are easy to use, clean, and maintain, with high safety standards. Therefore, choosing American Standard products is 

a perfect fit for hotel bathroom spaces.
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